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1. what are app, foursquare, yelp, and telephone call
   Affordances- so you can get in touch with people, see reviews, and find the location.
   Constraints- might not have good review, not up to date
   Inappropriate- In a quite place, class or social situation
2. facebook, what’s app, email, telephone call, instagram, twitter
   Affordances- to see what they are doing, to stay up to date with what they are doing
   Constraints- time zones, phone calls are expensive, how fast they get back with you
   Inappropriate- In a class, or a social situation, or you are with them
3. yik yak, twitter, instagram, Facebook
   Affordances- you can get in touch with random people, you can post pictures and videos, and mass communication
   Constraints- there is really creepy people on the Internet, insults
   Inappropriate- work, in class, when you have an opportunity to talk to people in person
4. yik yak, twitter, telephone, email, what’s app
   Affordances - you can get in touch with someone right away
   Constraints - you don’t have time to think about what you are going to say
   Inappropriate - when you are actually with the person you are venting about, and in the heat of the moment
5. Twitter, Facebook, periscope
   Affordances - its always being updated, you can figure stuff out right away, you can search for what you want to see
   Constraints- they might not be the full story, false information
   Inappropriate - when you are doing an activity